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a b s t r a c t 
This paper investigates a shift rostering problem – the assignment of staff to shifts over a planning hori- 
zon such that work rules are observed. Traditional integer-programming models are not able to solve 
shift rostering problems effectively for large number of staff and feasible shift patterns. We formulate 
work rules in terms of newly-proposed prohibited meta-sequences and resource constraints. A graph- 
based formulation and a specialized graph construction algorithm are proposed where the set of feasible 
shift patterns is represented by paths of a graph. The formulation size depends on the structure of the 
work-rule constraints and is independent of the number of staff. This approach results in smaller net- 
works allowing large-scale rostering problems with hard constraints to be solved efficiently using stan- 
dard commercial solvers. Moreover, it allows finding multiple optimal solutions which are beneficial for 
managerial decision makers. Computational results show that the proposed approach can obtain new 
best-known solutions and identify proven optimal solutions for almost all NSPLIB instances at signifi- 
cantly lower CPU times. 














































Personnel scheduling or rostering problems are an active field
f operations research. Complex personnel rostering problems
ccur in a wide variety of industries and contexts that challenge
xisting models and solution frameworks. As a result, the academic
iterature introduces ever-richer personnel rostering problems fea-
uring new side constraints and/or objective functions. In turn,
hese new problems have triggered the development of more
ophisticated solution methods, both exact and heuristic ones (see
.g. Bruecker, Beliën, Van den Bergh, & Demeulemeester, 2018;
oi, Nishi, & Voss, 2018; Dolgui, Kovalev, Kovalyov, Malyutin, &
oukhal, 2018; Rahimian, Akartunali, & Levine, 2017 ) to better sup-
ort real-life applications in different contexts such as health care
elivery (e.g. Fügener, Pahr, & Brunner, 2018; Vermuyten, Rosa,
arques, Beliën, & Barbosa-Póvoa, 2018 ), project management (e.g.
aenhout and Vanhoucke (2016) ; Van Den Eeckhout, Maenhout,
nd Vanhoucke (2019) ), airline sector (e.g. Bruecker et al. (2018) ;
oi et al. (2018) ), call-centers (e.g. Örmeci, Salman, and Yücel
2014) ; Taskiran and Zhang (2017) ) and production systems (e.g.
olgui et al. (2018) ). For a discussion of classification methods for∗ Corresponding author. 
E-mail addresses: david.lai@vu.nl (D.S.W. Lai), jannyleung@cuhk.edu.cn 








377-2217/© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. ersonnel scheduling problems the reader is referred to the most
ecent literature review on this area of research ( Van den Bergh,
eliën, Bruecker, Demeulemeester, & Boeck, 2013 ). 
Various literature reviews have tried to classify the growing
ody of literature (see e.g. Blöchliger, 2004; Ernst, Jiang, Krish-
amoorthy, & Sier, 2004; Van den Bergh et al., 2013 ) and offer spe-
ific guidelines on how to advance research on rostering problems.
rnst et al. (2004) show that a large amount of work has been
one in rostering and personnel scheduling, but also highlight sig-
ificant room for improvement. One of the main research avenues
emanding further work was the generalization of models and
ethods. The authors observe that models and algorithms often
eed significant modifications when they are to be transferred to
 different application area or to accommodate changes within an
rganization. To generalize research effort s on rostering problems,
he authors suggest the formulation of new models that provide
ore flexibility to accommodate individual workplace practices.
his can then lead to the development of more general algorithms
hat are more robust to changes in the rostering requirements. 
Similar concerns are expressed by Van den Bergh et al.
2013) almost a decade later. The authors show that personnel 
cheduling problems come in many variations involving several
ard and soft constraints. Yet, the effect of those constraints on
odel complexity has remained barely studied. A more dedicated
heoretic study is suggested to understand the effect of the differ-
nt constraints and to give the possibility to develop well-suited






















































































































x  algorithms. Similarly, Smet, Brucker, Causmaecker, and Vanden
Berghe (2016a) note that academic advances in rostering and
personnel scheduling mainly focus on solving specific variants of
this problem using intricate exact or (meta)heuristic algorithms,
while little attention has been devoted to studying the underlying
structure of the problems. 
Answering the appeal by Ernst et al. (2004) to underpin the
theory of personnel scheduling, Brucker, Qu, and Burke (2011) are
the first authors to systematically study personnel scheduling
from a theoretical point of view. The authors propose a general
mathematical model which accommodates various characteristics
of a rostering problem and identify two polynomially solvable
cases. The first considers different shifts which require a constant
number of employees on different days. The problem can be
solved as a series of transshipment problems. The second case
assumes only a single shift type in which the demand of each task
is constant, and each employee is available in all periods. This case
is reformulated as a minimum cost network flow problem. Brucker
et al. (2011) reemphasize the need for more theoretical studies on
models and complexity as a promising research line. 
Following the call of Brucker et al. (2011) , Smet et al.
(2016a) extend the research on identifying rostering problems
that can be solved in polynomial time by presenting minimum
cost network flow formulations for several additional personnel
rostering cases. These models consider counter and succession
constraints (e.g. the number of days worked, the number of shifts
worked of each type). For future research, Smet et al. (2016a) rec-
ommend researchers to turn attention towards problems with
generalized constraints, e.g. restrictions on consecutive assign-
ments, weekends. The authors also state that models with such
intricate constraints, can possibly no longer be transformed into
the minimum cost flow problems presented in their paper. 
Brucker et al. (2011) already noted that personnel scheduling
problems can be formulated as integer linear programs. For some
small-sized instances, LP-solvers have been used to solve rostering
problems (e.g. Bard, Binici, & deSilva, 2003; Cuevas, Ferrer, Klapp,
& Muñoz, 2016; Örmeci et al., 2014 ). Complex problems can
be solved by using heuristics which combine local search and
network flow techniques. Over the last decades different mathe-
matical programming approaches and metaheuristics have been
developed to solve rostering and personnel scheduling problems.
Mathematical programming approaches include branch-and-bound
(e.g. Maenhout & Vanhoucke, 2016 ) and branch-and-price (e.g.
Bard & Purnomo, 2005 ). Recent metaheuristic approaches include
iterated local search (e.g. Van Den Eeckhout et al., 2019 ) and
variable neighborhood search (e.g. Smet, Ernst, & Berghe, 2016b;
Vermuyten et al., 2018; Zheng, Liu, & Gong, 2017 ). Decomposition
algorithms (e.g. Bruecker et al., 2018; Doi et al., 2018; Taskiran
& Zhang, 2017; Wong, Xu, & Chin, 2014 ) and hybrid techniques
(e.g. Andersen, Nielsen, Reinhardt, & Stidsen, 2019; Dahmen &
Rekik, 2015; Rahimian et al., 2017; Santos, Toffolo, Gomes, & Ribas,
2016 ) receive more and more attention from researchers trying
to deal with heavily constrained personnel scheduling problems.
Graph-based formulations are also used in these decomposition
and hybrid approaches. Jarray (2009) solve a maximum flow prob-
lem in an exact decomposition approach for an employee days-off
scheduling problem of a homogeneous workforce. Côté, Gendron,
and Rousseau (2007) introduce a new modeling approach that
integrates constraint programming with a graph structure to
handle succession constraints. The computational experiments
were performed on an employee timetabling problem significantly
decreasing computational times of a traditional mixed-integer
programming model. Additionally, Cappanera and Gallo (2004) for-
mulate an airline crew rostering problem as a multicommodity
flow problem where each employee corresponds to a commodity.
In their network, a monthly schedule for an employee is obtainedy computing a path in a graph. The dimension of the graph is
educed by a preprocessing phase. Valid inequalities are proposed
o tighten the linear programming formulation of the model of
ur model and to increase computational effectiveness. 
The current paper answers the call from Smet et al. (2016a) by
tudying shift rostering problems (SRPs) with generalized work-
ule constraints (such as the consecutive assignments) while also
andling resource constraints including counter and succession
onstraints. Coverage requirements are modeled as soft constraints
hile work rules are handled as hard constraints. A novel graph-
ased approach is proposed which allows large-scale rostering
roblems with hard constraints to be solved efficiently using
tandard solvers. Traditional integer programming formulations for
he staff rostering problem cannot be solved efficiently if there
s a large number of staff and/or a large number of feasible shift
atterns involved. In this paper, a novel graph-based approach is
roposed which allows large-scale rostering problems with hard
onstraints to be solved efficiently using standard solvers. Work
ules are formulated in terms of prohibited meta-sequences and
esource constraints offering flexibility for modelling complicated
ork rules found in practice. In the proposed graph-based formu-
ation, the set of feasible shift patterns is represented by paths
f a graph. The graph is constructed by an efficient algorithm for
andling the prohibited meta-sequences. As the size of resulting
raph depends on the structure of the work rules and is indepen-
ent on the number of staff, the novel graph-based formulation
nables large instances to be solved by standard commercial
olvers. Computational experiments on problem instances from
he literature demonstrate how the proposed model formulation
esults in small networks and allows (multiple) optimal solutions
o be obtained significantly faster than traditional formulations for
roblems of real-life scale. 
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
ection 2 introduces the shift rostering problem and presents
he traditional 3-index integer linear formulation. A new graph-
ased formulation is proposed in Section 3 , and a new algorithm
o generate the graph is described in Section 4 . In Section 5 , the
raph-based approach is tested on randomly generated instances
ith work rules drawn from practice and problem instances from
he literature. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper. 
. The shift rostering problem 
Let I = { 1 , 2 , ..., I} be the set of shifts, J = { 1 , 2 , ..., J} the set
f days, and K = { 1 , 2 , ..., K} the set of available staff. For each
hift i ∈ I and day j ∈ J , the demand (number of staff required)
s defined by d i j ∈ Z + . Auxiliary variables o ij and u ij represent the
umber of excessive staff assigned and extra staff required to cover
he demand (overstaff and understaff), respectively. Under- and
ver-staffing comes at a penalty cost αi j , βi j ∈ R + , respectively. A
-index decision variable x k 
i j 
is defined as 
 
k 
i j = 
{ 
1 , if staff member k ∈ K is assigned to cover shift 
i ∈ I on day j ∈ J ; 
0 , otherwise. 
nd a traditional 3-index model ( SRP 1) can be formulated in
1) –(6) (see e.g. Brucker et al., 2011 ). 









x k i j + u i j − o i j = d i j , ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J , (2)
 i j , o i j ≥ 0 , ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J , (3)
 
k 
i j ∈ { 0 , 1 } , ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J , k ∈ K, (4)


















































Example: demand requirements. 
Shifts Days 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 (morning = M) 39 83 30 33 36 66 
2 (afternoon = A) 21 11 34 17 31 20 
3 (night = N) 40 6 36 50 33 14 
4 (day-off = D) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 2 
Example: roster. 
No. of staff Shift pattern 
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 
36 4 1 3 4 1 1 
33 1 1 4 1 3 4 
30 3 4 1 3 4 1 
11 2 2 4 2 2 4 
14 4 1 2 4 2 3 
10 2 4 2 3 4 2 
10 3 4 2 3 4 2 




































i  ∑ 
i ∈I 
x k i j = 1 , ∀ j ∈ J , k ∈ K, (5) 
ork-rule constraints . (6) 
he objective function (1) minimizes the sum of under- and over-
taffing penalties. Constraints (2) are the coverage requirements. As
he demand d ij is integer, both under- and over-staffing ( u ij and o ij )
re guaranteed to be integer, and only non-negativity restrictions
3) are needed. Constraints (4) model the binary domain for vari-
bles x k 
i j 
. Exactly one shift in a day should be assigned to each staff
ember (5) . Other work rules are modeled as hard constraints (6) .
In the literature there is a wide variety of hard constraints that
ommonly appear in rostering problems under consideration. To
llustrate how they are traditionally formulated consider the case
here a working shift can be a morning shift, an afternoon shift
r a night shift. Let M be the set of morning shifts, A be the set
f afternoon shifts, N be the set of night shifts, W = M ∪ A ∪ N
e the working shifts, and D be the set containing a shift which
epresents day-off. 
(a) a day-off should be assigned after a night shift. 
 
i ∈ N 
x k i, j + 
∑ 
i ∈ W 
x k i, j+1 ≤ 1 , ∀ j ∈ J , k ∈ K : j ≤ |J | − 1 . (6a) 
(b) no night-dayoff-night shift sequence. 
 
i ∈ N 
x k i, j + 
∑ 
i ∈ D 
x k i, j+1 + 
∑ 
i ∈ N 
x k i, j+2 ≤ 2 , ∀ j ∈ J , k ∈ K : j ≤ |J | − 2 . 
(6b) 
(c) at most 2 consecutive working shifts. 
 
 ∈ W 
x k i, j + 
∑ 
i ∈ W 
x k i, j+1 + 
∑ 
i ∈ W 
x k i, j+2 ≤ 2 , ∀ j ∈ J , k ∈ K : j ≤ |J | − 2 . 
(6c) 
(d) at least 2 consecutive working shifts. 
 
i ∈ D 
x k i, j + 
∑ 
i ∈ W 
x k i, j+1 + 
∑ 
i ∈ D 
x k i, j+2 ≤ 2 , ∀ j ∈ J , k ∈ K : j ≤ |J | − 2 . 
(6d) 
The planning horizon for shift assignment and rostering is
ften quite long. Horizons between 2 and 52 weeks are usually
onsidered with several shifts in a day (see e.g. Burke & Curtois,
014; Vanhoucke & Maenhout, 2007; Vanhoucke & Maenhout,
009 ). As the number of variables and constraints of SRP 1 also
ncrease with the number of staff, the resulting shift rostering
roblems are large-scale mixed-integer programs which are dif-
cult to solve due to the work rule constraints, as observed by
.g. Brunner, Bard, and Köhler (2013) and Lau (1996) for related
taff rostering problems. When the staff is homogeneous, the
esulting symmetries in assignment often further increase the
olution time in a branch-and-bound framework ( Margot, 2010 ).
hile recognizing that heterogeneity in staff skills is an important
onsideration in many shift and tour scheduling problems, we
ocus on the setting where staff can be considered identical (as
s also the case in Jarray, 2009; Maenhout & Vanhoucke, 2016 ).
n the next section, we propose a graph-based formulation that
urns homogeneity of staff into an advantage. An extension for
taff heterogeneity is discussed in Section 5.4 . 
. Network flow model 
As we investigate a shift rostering problem in which work rules
re formulated in terms of the newly-proposed concept of prohib-
ted meta-sequences, Section 3.1 presents an illustrative example
hat is used in the remainder of the paper. Section 3.2 dis-
usses how work rules are modeled using both prohibited meta-
equences and resource constraints. Section 3.3 proposes a novel
raph-based formulation for the traditional 3-index model SRP 1. .1. An illustrative example 
Consider the demand (number of staff required) for a 4-shift
-day planning period (e.g. 17 people are required for afternoon
hifts on day 4) in Table 1 . 
The objective of SRP 1 is to schedule staff to cover the demand
s much as possible such that all the work rules are observed. 
The solution of an SRP is a roster showing the number of staff
ill be working on each shift during the planning horizon. A se-
uence of shift-assignments for the planning horizon is referred to
s a shift pattern. Work rules are imposed to avoid the assignment
f some shift patterns to the staff. The roster to cover the demand
an be represented at an aggregate level by a set of feasible shift
atterns that satisfy the work rules together with the number of
taff assigned to each feasible shift pattern. Table 2 shows a roster
hat covers the demand requirements in Table 1 . This roster uses
 shift patterns, each represented by a row in the table, with the
eftmost column indicating the number of staff that is assigned
o the shift pattern (e.g. 36 staff members are scheduled for the
equence DMNDMM). 
In SRP 1, the staffing level for a shift is not required to match
emand exactly, as both under-staffing and over-staffing are al-
owed. Over- and under-staffing penalty costs are to be minimized.
ll staff members are assumed to be subject to the same set of
ork rules, i.e. the staff is homogeneous. 
.2. Work rules 
Many work rules can be easily formulated as resource con-
traints. Let R k be the set of resources for staff member k ∈ K. For
ach resource r ∈ R k of staff member k ∈ K, let W k r ∈ Z + be the
esource capacity and let w rk 
i j 
∈ Z , 0 ≤ w rk 
i j 
≤ W k r , be the amount
f resource r consumed when staff member k is assigned to
over shift i ∈ I on day j ∈ J . The resource usage for each staff
ember must not exceed the resource capacity and the resource





w rk i j x 
k 
i j ≤ W k r , ∀ r ∈ R k , k ∈ K. (7) 
Although resource constraints can model many work rules,
ome work rules can be more conveniently formulated by us-
ng the prohibited meta-sequences that we introduce in this
288 D.S.W. Lai, J.M.Y. Leung and W. Dullaert et al. / European Journal of Operational Research 284 (2020) 285–300 
Table 3 
Example: work rules as prohibited meta-sequences. 
Work rules Prohibited meta-sequences 
a day-off should be assigned after a night shift. ({3}, {1, 2, 3}) 
no night-dayoff-night shift sequence. ({3}, {4}, {3}) 
at most 2 consecutive working shifts. ({1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 3}) 





























































































paper. We define a prohibited meta-sequence m as a sequence
of subsets of shifts (S m (1) , S m (2) , . . . , S m (L m )) where S m (l) ⊆ I
for all l ∈ { 1 , 2 , . . . , L m } . The number of components in a meta-
sequence m , denoted by L m , is referred to as the length of the
meta-sequence. Let S k represent the set of prohibited meta-
sequences for staff member k ∈ K. A prohibited meta-sequence
m ∈ S k disallows the assignments of the shift sequences in
S m (1) × S m (2) × · · · × S m (L m ) to staff member k . The constraints
enforcing the prohibited meta-sequences are formulated as 
L m ∑ 
l=1 
∑ 
i ∈ S m (l) 
x k i, j+ l ≤ L m − 1 , ∀ j ∈ { 0 , ..., J − L m } , m ∈ S k , k ∈ K. (8)
The work rules formulated in equations ( 6 a)–( 6 d) can be naturally
expressed by prohibited meta-sequence as shown in Table 3 . As
an example, the work rule “at least 2 consecutive working shifts”
is formulated by prohibited meta-sequence ({4}, {1, 2, 3}, {4})
that disallows the shift sequences (4,1,4), (4,2,4) and (4,3,4). Some
work rules, e.g. on minimum/maximum work days within the
planning period, are easily modeled as resource constraints. Other
work rules on disallowed sequences of shift types (e.g. no night-
morning-night shift sequence) are best modeled as prohibited
meta-sequence constraints. 
Since we consider a shift rostering problem with homogeneous
staff, all staff are subject to the same set of work rules and
therefore we can set 
S = S k , R = R k , w r i j = w rk i j , W r = W k r ∀ k ∈ K, i ∈ I, j ∈ J , r ∈ R k . 
Although this paper focuses on a shift rostering problem with
homogeneous staff, the model and the proposed algorithm are
applicable for shift rostering problems with heterogeneous staff.
An extension for staff heterogeneity is discussed in Section 5.4 . 
3.3. Network model 
In this section, a graph-based formulation is proposed for which
the size of the model depends on the structure of the work-rule
constraints and is independent of the number of staff members.
Given a set of resource constraints and a set of prohibited meta-
sequences, Section 4 describes how a directed acyclic multigraph
G ( V , E ) is constructed with a source s ∈ V and a sink t ∈ V such
that the set of ( s , t )-paths corresponds to the set of feasible shift
patterns. Each edge in E is associated with one or several assign-
ments of shifts to days. Vertices in V correspond to the states of
( s , t )-paths defined in Section 4.3 such that all ( s , t )-paths in graph
G meet all resource constraints and do not contain any prohibited
meta-sequence. The assignments along an ( s , t )-path therefore give
a feasible shift pattern that can be assigned to any of the K staff
members. Thus, a K -flow in the graph corresponds to a feasible
solution to the SRP. Graph G is acyclic to avoid having ( s , t )-paths
that would traverse any arc more than once, implying the infeasi-
ble assignment of the same shift multiple times on the same day. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the network graph that represents feasible shift
patterns for the example introduced in Section 3.1 . The edge from
the source s to vertex 3 is associated with {(4, 1), (1, 2)} which
corresponds to the assignment of shift 4 on day 1 and shift 1 on
day 2. The edges of the path ( s , 3, 5, 7, t ) are associated with theet of assignments {(4, 1), (1, 2)}, {(3, 3)}, {(4, 4), (1, 5)} and {(1,
)}. This path therefore corresponds to the shift pattern (4, 1, 3, 4,
, 1). Note that any ( s , t )-path in the graph in Fig. 1 corresponds
o a feasible shift pattern for the example. All the 120 feasible
hift patterns are represented by the graph that consists of only
 vertices and 28 edges. The example demonstrates the potential
f representing a large number of feasible shift patterns using a
raph of a small size. 
Using the graph representation of the work rules which is fur-
her described in Section 4 , SRP 1 can be reformulated as a network
ow model where the demand requirements are handled as side
onstraints. For all edges e ∈ E , shifts i ∈ I and days j ∈ J , let 
 
e 
i j = 
{
1 , if shift i on day j is associated with edge e ; 
0 , otherwise. 
et y e be the flow on edge e ∈ E corresponding to the number of
taff assigned. Since K staff members need to be assigned to one of
he shifts (which include the possibility of having a day-off), SRP 2
hen consists of finding a K -flow with minimal overall costs in the
raph G ( V , E ) with a source s ∈ V and a sink t ∈ V such that the set
f ( s , t )-paths corresponds to the set of feasible shift patterns. For
ll v ∈ V, let δ−(v ) and δ+ (v ) be the subset of edges in E that are
ncident to and incident from vertex v , respectively. 





(αi j u i j + βi j o i j ) (9)
.t. 
∑ 
e ∈ δ−(v ) 
y e −
∑ 
e ∈ δ+ (v ) 
y e = 0 , ∀ v ∈ V \ { s, t} , (10)
∑ 
e ∈ δ+ (s ) 
y e = K, (11)
∑ 
e ∈ δ−(t) 
y e = K, (12)
∑ 
e ∈ E 
a e i j y e + u i j − o i j = d i j , ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J , (13)
 i j , o i j ≥ 0 , ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J , (14)
 e ≥ 0 , integer, ∀ e ∈ E. (15)
bjective function (9) is the same as (1) in SRP 1 and minimizes the
um of under- and over-staffing penalties. Constraints (10) –(12)
nsure that the solution is a K -flow in graph G . The coverage
onstraints (13) consider the demand requirements for the shifts,
here the number of staff assigned to shifts is indicated by the
ow on the corresponding edge. 
SRP 2 can be solved using a standard commercial solver. The
olution of SRP 2 for the example problem is illustrated in Fig. 2 ,
n which edges with no staff assigned are not depicted. The label
n each edge indicates the flow value and its associated shift
ssignments. The edge incident from the source s to vertex 3 is
ssociated with the assignment of shift 4 on day 1 and shift 1
n day 2, and its flow value of 50 indicates that exactly 50 staff
embers will get these shift assignments. 
If one wants to determine the number of staff members that
re to be assigned to each shift pattern, the ( s , t )-paths can be
etermined by decomposing the K -flow solution of SRP 2 with the
ollowing procedure. 
tep 1. Remove arcs e ∈ E with y e = 0 , and let ˆ G ( ̂  V , ̂  E ) denote the
resulting graph. 
tep 2. For all e ∈ ˆ E , associate a weight W e on arc e , and initialize
W e to y e . 
tep 3. Pick an ( s , t )-path P in graph ˆ G maximizing min e ∈ P W e . Let
P ∗ denote the selected path and define W ∗ as min e ∈ P ∗ W e .
To generate alternative solutions, randomly pick an ( s ,
t )-path P in graph ˆ G with W e > 0 for all e ∈ P . 





































Fig. 1. Example: the underlying graph with feasible shift patterns. 













































m  tep 4. Record the shift pattern represented by P and assign the
shift pattern to W ∗ number of workers. 
tep 5. Set W e to W e − W ∗ for all e ∈ P . 
tep 6. Remove the arcs e ∈ ˆ E with W e = 0 . 
tep 7. Repeat steps 3 to 6, and terminate the algorithm when all
the K workers are assigned with a shift pattern. 
The algorithm described above runs in polynomial-time on the
ize of graph G . For each iteration (steps 3 to 6), an ( s , t )-path in
ˆ 
 can be determined in a polynomial time using a shortest path
lgorithm. For each iteration (steps 3 to 6), at least one worker
s assigned to a shift pattern and at least one arc in the selected
 s , t )-path P is removed from graph ˆ G . Hence, the number of
terations the algorithm runs is bounded above by K and | E |. 
The K -flow solution in Fig. 2 can be decomposed into the path-
ased solution shown in Table 4 . Each row of the table shows an
 s , t )-path that is assigned to the number of staff indicated in the
eft-most column. The corresponding vertices and shift pattern of
he path are shown in the second and third column respectively.
s shown in Table 4 , an alternative path-based solution can be
btained from the graph in Fig. 2 . In fact, a K -flow solution can
btain multiple alternative optimal solutions which are beneficial
or managerial decisions in practice. 
If all the work rules of SRP 1 are expressible in the form of
esource constraints (7) or prohibited meta-sequences (8) , thenRP 1 is equivalent to SRP 2 on a network constructed according
o Section 4 (where all path flows comply with the work rules
onstraints). Every K -flow can be decomposed into ( s , t )-paths cor-
esponding to shift assignments (i.e. x k 
i j 
values). Correspondingly,
very solution of SRP 1 corresponds to an optimal K -flow for SRP 2
or the associated network. 
In the next section, the graph is further discussed and an algo-
ithm is proposed to construct such a graph from the work rules. 
. Graph construction algorithm 
This section details how to construct a directed acyclic graph
epresenting the set of all feasible shift patterns. 
We first illustrate with a graph G ′ ( V , E ) representing all possible
hift patterns without any additional constraints. The vertex set
 = { v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v J } where J = { 1 , 2 , . . . , J} is the set of days in the
lanning horizon. Vetex s = v 0 is the source and vertex v J is the
ink. Shift i on day j is represented by an edge in E that incident
rom v j−1 to v j . A path from s to t represents a shift pattern. Fig. 3
hows the graph representing all possible shift patterns for the
xample introduced in Section 3.1 . A path from s = N 0 to t = N J 
epresents a shift pattern with exactly one shift assigned in each
ay, starting from day 1 to day J . 
Among the shift patterns represented by the graph, some
ay violate work rules. For example, shift pattern (1,1,1,1,1,1)
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Table 4 
Example: two solutions to the example problem. 
No. of Vertices Shift No. of Vertices Shift 
staff of the path pattern staff of the path pattern 
36 ( s , 3, 5, 7, t ) (4,1,3,4,1,1) 30 ( s , 3, 5, 7, t ) (4,1,3,4,1,1) 
33 ( s , 1, 2, 6, t ) (1,1,4,1,3,4) 6 ( s , 3, 5, 7, t ) (4,1,2,4,1,1) 
30 ( s , 4, t ) (3,4,1,3,4,1) 8 ( s , 3, 5, 7, t ) (4,1,2,4,2,3) 
11 ( s , 1, 2, 6, t ) (2,2,4,2,2,4) 6 ( s , 3, 5, 7, t ) (4,1,3,4,2,3) 
14 ( s , 3, 5, 7, t ) (4,1,2,4,2,3) 33 ( s , 1, 2, 6, t ) (1, 1, 4, 1, 3, 4) 
10 ( s , 1, 4, t ) (2,4,2,3,4,2) 30 ( s , 4, t ) (3, 4, 1, 3, 4, 1) 
10 ( s , 4, t ) (3,4,2,3,4,2) 11 ( s , 1, 2, 6, t ) (2, 2, 4, 2, 2, 4) 
6 ( s , 1, 2, 6, t ) (1,3,4,2,2,4) 10 ( s , 1, 4, t ) (2, 4, 2, 3, 4, 2) 
10 ( s , 4, t ) (3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 2) 



























































































h  which specifies that shift 1 is performed each day, violates the
example work rule that at most 2 consecutive working shifts can
be performed. To eliminate the infeasible shift patterns from the
graph, an algorithm is proposed that effectively splits the vertices
of G ′ , so that the resulting graph represents only the feasible
shift patterns ( Fig. 1 ). The algorithm relies on an efficient way
to determine the feasibility of an ( s , t )-path with respect to the
resource constraints and the prohibited meta-sequences. We first
describe how feasibility for one ( s , t )-path is determined before
introducing the proposed algorithm to construct the graph. 
For every edge e , let σ (e ) ∈ I × J denote the shift assignment
associated with edge e . A partial path in G ′ is a sequence of edges
forming a directed path that starts from source s . For any partial
path P = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) , it is said to be extended along edge e to
partial path Q if Q = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n , e ) . 
4.1. Resource constraints 
The feasibility of an ( s , t )-path in graph G ′ with respect to the
resource constraints may be determined as follows. For every edge
e ∈ A , the resource consumption of resource r on edge e is defined
as 
w r (e ) = { w r i j : (i, j) = σ (e ) } , ∀ r ∈ R . (16)
The resource usage of a partial path P in graph G ′ is defined as 
c r (P ) = 
∑ 
e ∈ P 
w r (e ) , ∀ r ∈ R . (17)
As the resource consumptions on all the edges are non-negative
and additive, for any partial path P = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) that is ex-
tended along edge e , the resource usage of the extended partial
path Q = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n , e ) can be computed from the resource
usage of P and the resource consumption on edge e as follows. 
c r (Q ) = c r (P ) + w r (e ) , ∀ r ∈ R . (18)
The feasibility of an ( s , t )-path with respect to the resource con-
straints can therefore be determined from the resource usages of
its partial paths which can be computed iteratively using (18) . 
4.2. Prohibited meta-sequences 
The feasibility of an ( s , t )-path in graph G ′ with respect to the
prohibited meta-sequences may be determined as follows. Forvery edge e ∈ E ′ that is associated with assignment (i, j) ∈ I × J ,
et σI (e ) = i be the shift associated with edge e . For any partial
ath P = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) and meta-sequence ( S (1), S (2), ..., S ( L ))
here S(i ) ⊆ I for all i ∈ { 1 , 2 , . . . , L } , partial path P is said to end
ith the meta-sequence if 
(i) L ≤ n and 
(ii) σI (p n −L + i ) ∈ S(i ) , ∀ i ∈ { 1 , 2 , . . . , L } . 
Note that a partial path ends with a meta-sequence if (i) the
eta-sequence is not longer than the corresponding shift pattern,
nd if (ii) the ending part of the corresponding shift pattern
atches the meta-sequence. For any partial path P in graph G ′ 
nd any prohibited meta-sequence ( S m (1), S m (2), ..., S m ( L m )), and
or l ∈ { 1 , 2 , . . . , L m } , we define 
 
m 
l (P ) = 
{
1 , if P ends with (S m (1) , S m (2) , . . . , S m (l) ) ;
0 , otherwise . 
(19)
o indicate if the last l edges of partial path P match the first
 elements of meta-sequence m . It follows that an ( s , t )-path
orresponds to a shift pattern that is feasible with respect to the
rohibited meta-sequence m ∈ S if and only if the path consists of




(P ) = 1 . (20)
or any partial path P in graph G ′ and prohibited meta-sequence
 ∈ S, we define the vector 
 m (P ) = (h m 1 (P ) , h m 2 (P ) , . . . , h m L m (P )) 
s the end-with vector of P with respect to m , to track the overlap
f P with the prohibited meta-sequence m . The feasibility of an
 s , t )-path with respect to the prohibited meta-sequence m can be
etermined by the corresponding end-with vectors of its partial
aths. 
The end-with vector of a partial path can be easily computed
hen the partial path is extended. For m ∈ S and e ∈ A , let
 m (e ) = (b m 1 (e ) , b m 2 (e ) , . . . , b m L m (e )) be a binary vector where 
 
m 
l (e ) = 
{
1 , if σI (e ) ∈ S m (l) ;
0 , otherwise , 
∀ l ∈ { 1 , 2 , . . . , L m } , (21)
hich we call the inclusion vector of edge e with respect to
eta-sequence m . For any partial path P in graph G ′ , we set 
 
m 
0 (P ) = 1 , ∀ m ∈ S. (22)
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Fig. 4. Example path with shift assignments associated on edges. 
Fig. 5. Example path with inclusion vectors associated on edges. 

































































































a  hen, for any partial path P = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) that is extended
long edge e , the end-with vector of the extended partial path
 = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n , e ) with respect to meta-sequence m can be
omputed as follows. 
 
m 
l (Q ) = h m l−1 (P ) b m l (e ) , ∀ l ∈ { 1 , 2 , . . . , L m } , m ∈ S. (23) 
or notational simplicity, we define an operator  : B n × B n 
→ B n 










. . . 
. . . 
x n 
⎞ 
⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎠  
⎛ 
⎜ ⎜ ⎜ ⎜ ⎜ ⎝ 
y 1 
y 2 
. . . 
. . . 
y n 
⎞ 
⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎠ = 
⎛ 
⎜ ⎜ ⎜ ⎜ ⎝ 
y 1 
x 1 y 2 
x 2 y 3 
. . . 
x n −1 y n 
⎞ 
⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎠ . 
hen (23) can be rewritten as (24) . 
 m (Q ) = H m (P )  b m (e ) , ∀ m ∈ S. (24) 
As an illustration, consider the prohibited meta-sequence ({4},
1, 2, 3}, {4}) corresponding to the side constraint of having at
east 2 consecutive working shifts (see Table 3 ) and ( s , t )-path ( e 1 ,
 2 , e 3 , e 4 , e 5 , e 6 ) where the edges are associated with assignments
(1, 1)}, {(4, 2)}, {(1, 3)}, {(3, 4)}, {(4, 5)} and {(2, 6)}, respectively,
s displayed in Fig. 1 . The path is illustrated in Fig. 4 . 
The inclusion vectors of the edges (e 1 , . . . , e 6 ) with respect
o m ′ = ({ 4 } , { 1 , 2 , 3 } , { 4 } ) , b m ′ (e ) , are obtained using (). The
nclusion vectors are indicated in Fig. 5 on the corresponding
dges. For example, edge e 2 , which assigns shift 4 on day 2, has
n inclusion vector (1, 0, 1) since shift 4 belongs to the first and
he third components of ({4}, {1, 2, 3}, {4}), but not to the second
omponent of the prohibited meta-sequence. 
To determine the feasibility of the path, we start with an empty
artial path with an end-with vector (0,0,0), and then extend the
artial paths iteratively. The end-with vectors with respect to m
f the extended partial paths are obtained using (24) and are
llustrated in Fig. 6 . 
For example, partial path (e 1 , . . . , e 4 ) has end-with vector
0,0,0) with respect to meta-sequence m ′ . When (e 1 , . . . , e 4 )
s extended along edge e 5 to partial path (e 1 , . . . , e 5 ) , the
nd-with vector of (e 1 , . . . , e 5 ) with respect to m 
′ is equal to
(0 , 0 , 0)  (1 , 0 , 1) = (1 , 0 , 0) . As the last digit of the end-with
ector is zero, by (20) , the path corresponding to the shift
attern (1,4,1,3,4,2) is feasible with respect to the prohibited
eta-sequence ({4}, {1, 2, 3}, {4}). 
.3. Algorithm for constructing the graph of feasible shift patterns 
We construct a graph G ( V , E ) to represent the set of feasible
hift patterns, where the vertices in V represent states of feasible
artial paths. A partial path P is said to be feasible when 
 r (P ) ≤ W r , ∀ r ∈ R , m ∈ S, and h m L (P ) = 0 . (25) m c  therwise, the partial path is said to be infeasible . It follows that
n ( s , t )-path corresponds to a feasible shift pattern if and only if
t includes no infeasible partial paths. 
To determine the feasibility of a partial path, we define the
tate of a partial path P = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) as follows. 
 d(P ) , { c r (P ) : r ∈ R} , { H m (P ) : m ∈ S} ] 
here d(P ) = n ∈ N denotes the number of shift assignments,
 r ( P ) denotes the resource usage and H m ( P ) is the end-with vector
f the partial path. If partial paths of the same state extend along
he same edge, the states of the extended partial paths are iden-
ical. In our graph representation G , each vertex is associated with
 state. If two partial paths have the same state, then they both
nd at the same vertex in the graph G . Potentially, the number of
tates (hence vertices) could be as many as | J| ∏ r∈R W r ∏ m ∈S L m 
n which | J | is the number of days in the planning horizon, R is
he set of resources and S the set of meta-sequences. As a result,
he number of states is exponential in |R| and |S| . However, since
nfeasible paths are pruned during network construction, one can
xpect network size to grow at a much lower rate as will be
xamined in Section 5 . 
The graph is constructed iteratively from the source s = v 0 
y considering extension along an edge (i, j) ∈ I × J . We start
ith an empty partial path with state v 0 ∈ V (representing the
eginning of the planning horizon) where 
d(v 0 ) = 0 , 
c r (v 0 ) = 0 , ∀ r ∈ R , 
 m (v 0 ) = 0 , ∀ m ∈ S. 
At each iteration, a feasible partial path is extended along an
dge ( i , j ) corresponding to a shift assignment for the next day.
f the feasible partial paths corresponding to state u ∈ V can be
xtended along edge e to a feasible partial path of state v ∈ V,
hen an edge is introduced in E , incident from u to v which is
ssociated with assignments σ ( e ). The state of the extended partial
ath can be computed as follows. 
d(v ) = d(u ) + 1 , 
c r (v ) = c r (u ) + w r (e ) , ∀ r ∈ R , 
 m (v ) = H m (u )  b m (e ) , ∀ m ∈ S. 
ote that the paths can be extended along e only if σ (e ) = (i, j)
ith j = d(u ) + 1 . The extended partial path is feasible when
25) holds. 
It takes O (|R| + ∑ m ∈S L m ) time to compute state v and to
etermine feasibility. Observing that feasible partial paths of the
ame state could be consolidated to end at the same vertex in V , a
ew vertex is introduced in V only when the state of the extended
artial path has not been introduced in the previous iterations. To
mplement the algorithm, we recommend using a hash function to
reate key values for the states in V and store the keys that map to
he states in a one-to-one correspondence. This enables individual
tates in V to be retrieved based on their keys in O (| V |) time. 
We define s as the source and { v ∈ V : d(v ) = J} as the sinks of
raph G . For any path in graph G , from the source to a sink, the
easibility of its partial paths are indicated by the states of the cor-
esponding vertices along the path. Since we extend partial paths
nly when feasible, any path from a source to a sink corresponds
o a feasible shift pattern. By searching for all extensions from
ll the feasible vertices, graph G represents the set of all feasible
hift patterns. As there are at most |I| number of out-going edges
or any vertex, the algorithm runs with at most |I|| V | iterations.
herefore, the algorithm runs in O (|I|| V ||R| + |I|| V | ∑ m ∈S L m +
I|| V | 2 ) time. Note that the running time is bounded above by
 polynomial in the size of the graph, the number of resource
onstraints and the total length of all the meta-sequences. If work
















































































































1 https://www.kuleuven-kulak.be/nrpcompetition . 
2 http://mobiz.vives.be/inrc2/ . rules occurring in practice are used, the graph sizes are often
manageable as discussed in Section 5 . 
An optimal K -flow in the graph can be decomposed into K ( s ,
t )-paths in O ( KJ ) time where K is the number of staff and J is the
number of days. The ( s , t )-paths can then be transformed into K
feasible paths to find an optimal solution to the shift rostering
problem. As the same K -flow can usually be decomposed into
many different sets of ( s , t )-paths, the formulation SRP 2 yields
multiple optimal solutions to the problem as already mentioned
in Section 3.3 . 
4.4. Graph Simplifications 
The algorithm proposed for constructing the graph of feasible
shift patterns can be considered to be efficient for graphs of
small size based on the algorithm’s worst case complexity. It
can be shown that prohibited meta-sequences with the following
characteristics lead to relatively small graphs if: 
(i) The length L of a prohibited meta-sequence is short; 
(ii) All components in a prohibited meta-sequence ( S (1), S (2),
..., S ( L )) are disjoint. i.e. For all i , j ∈ {1, 2, ..., L } where i  = j ,
S(i ) ∩ S( j) = ∅;
(iii) Prohibited meta-sequences (S(1) , S(2) , . . . , S(L )) have a
pyramidal structure in which S(1) ⊆ S(2) ⊆ · · · ⊆ S(L ) or
S(1) ⊇ S(2) ⊇ · · · ⊇ S(L ) . 
In all cases, it is worthwile to try simplifying the graph using
two operations: merge and contract . 
As an example, consider the graph shown in Fig. 7 and notice
how the subgraphs of path extensions are very similar on the
edges near vertex t . Some of the duplications may be consolidated
as shown in Fig. 8 . The subgraph shown on the left can be replaced
by the subgraph shown on the right with one set of the duplicated
edges (1,5) and (2,5) removed. This merge operation preserves the
set of feasible shift patterns because the partial paths that end at
vertex 24 and the partial paths that end at vertex 25 would be ex-
tended along edges with the same set of shift assignments to the
same vertex 34 and henceforth to the same subsequent vertices. 
To formally define the merge operator, let edge e ∈ E be incident
from T (e ) ∈ V to H(e ) ∈ V and be associated with assignments
σ (e ) ⊆ (I × J ) . For any vertex v ∈ V, let δ−(v ) ⊆ E and δ+ (v ) ⊆ E
denote the set of incoming edges and out-going edges of vertex v
respectively. For any vertex-pair (v 1 , v 2 ) ∈ V × V where v 1  = v 2 , we
say δ+ (v 1 ) ≡ δ+ (v 2 ) if and only if for every edge e 1 ∈ δ+ (v 1 ) , there
is an edge e 2 ∈ δ+ (v 2 ) such that σ (e 1 ) = σ (e 2 ) , H(e 1 ) = H(e 2 )
and vice versa. If δ+ (v 1 ) ≡ δ+ (v 2 ) , then v 1 and v 2 are merged
into a single vertex as follows. For all edges e ∈ δ−(v 1 ) , an edge
incident from vertex T (e ) to vertex v 2 is introduced, which is
associated with assignments σ ( e ). Vertex v 1 and all edges in
δ−(v 1 ) and δ+ (v 1 ) are removed. Essentially, the merge operator
is only applied when partial paths ending on two vertices can
be extended along edges that are associated with the same shift
assignments to the same subsequent vertices. 
The merge operator always preserves the set of feasible shift
patterns the graph represents. Let P 1 and P 2 be the edges that
are incident to vertex v 1 and v 2 respectively. Let Q 1 and Q 2 be
the edges that incident from vertex v 1 and v 2 , respectively. The
operation removes ( s , t )-paths (..., e 1 , e 2 , ...) for all e 1 ∈ P 1 and
e 2 ∈ Q 1 (that traverses v 1 ) and introduces ( s , t )-paths (..., ̄e 1 , ̄e 2 , ... )
(that traverses v 2 ) where ē 1 = (T (e 1 ) , v 2 ) and e 2 ∈ Q 2 with
σ (e 1 ) = σ ( ̄e 1 ) , σ (e 2 ) = σ ( ̄e 2 ) and H( ̄e 2 ) = H(e 2 ) . These opera-
tions preserve the set of feasible paths the graph represents, since
the set of shift assignments associated with the paths that are
removed is equivalent to the ones associated with the paths that
are introduced. The merge operator is applied repeatedly until theraph cannot be further simplified. The resulting graph for the
xample problem at this point is illustrated in Fig. 9 . 
After applying the merge operations, the graph can be fur-
her simplified by contracting simple paths as illustrated in
ig. 10 . Vertex v ∈ V is contracted as follows. For each edge-
air (e 1 , e 2 ) ∈ δ−(v ) × δ+ (v ) , an edge that incidents from
 (e 1 ) to H(e 2 ) is introduced, which is associated with as-
ignments σ ( e 1 ) ∪ σ ( e 2 ). Vertex v and all edges in δ−(v )
nd δ+ (v ) are removed. Essentially, the sub-paths containing
(e 1 , e 2 ) ∈ δ−(v ) × δ+ (v ) are removed, and replaced by an edge e
hat represents the same set of shift assignments. Thus, the set of
easible shift patterns is preserved. To ensure that the operation
oes not increase the number of edges, we contract a vertex v ∈ V 
nly if | δ+ (v ) || δ−(v ) | ≤ | δ−(v ) | + | δ+ (v ) | , which holds when either
 δ−(v ) | = 1 , or | δ+ (v ) | = 1 , or | δ+ (v ) | and | δ−(v ) | are both less
han or equal to 2. The resulting graph for the example problem
fter merging and contracting is shown in Fig. 1 . 
Since a merge operation or a contract operation reduces the
umber of vertices by one, the total number of operations needed
s not larger than the number of vertices. 
After the graph generation and simplification procedures, we
btain a graph where all the feasible shift patterns are repre-
ented. Thus, solving SRP 2, which is a network flow problem with
 side constraint, on this graph would yield a globally optimal
olution for the SRP . 
. Computational results 
In this section, we compare the performance of the traditional
-index formulation for the shift rostering problem ( SRP 1) to
he newly proposed graph-based formulation ( SRP 2) when using
tandard commercial solvers. These problem formulations consist
f hard constraints and a single soft constraint on the coverage
or a homogeneous workforce. Although Doi et al. (2018) pointed
ut that in practice constraints are typically hard, the major-
ty of the literature has focused on solving extended rostering
roblems involving additional soft constraints resulting in several
enchmark instances being available for computational testing
see e.g. benchmark instances from competitions PATAT2010 1 and
ATAT2016 2 ). Rostering problems with hard constraints have been
olved in recent literature as a part of a hybrid solution approach
see e.g. Doi et al., 2018; Rahimian et al., 2017 ) but the (real-life)
roblem instances have either not being disclosed or a comparison
f results is impossible as the workforce is not considered to be
omogeneous due to shift preferences for each staff member. 
Therefore, instead of removing the soft constraints from the
xisting benchmarks instances we have decided to construct a
enchmark set to handle the different work rules that Musliu
2006) identified appearing in practice in different industries such
s airports, factories, health care organizations, etc. Our bench-
ark set consists of 500 instances: the 20 instances that Musliu
2006) created based on real-life problems (set 1); 20 additional
edium-sized and 460 additional large-sized problem instances
ith the same work-rule constraints (set 2). To test our graph
onstruction algorithm with different work rules settings we have
dditionaly generated 80 instances with random work rules (set 3).
etails on the work rules generation are introduced in Section 5.3 .
he complexity of the problem instances increases from dataset
 to 3. The two formulations are compared on dataset 1 (in
xperiment 1, Section 5.1 ) and on the medium-sized instances
f dataset 2 (in experiment 2, Section 5.2 ). The classical 3-index
ormulation ( SRP 1) is not able to handle the large-sized instances

















































































Fig. 7. Example: the graph before simplifications. 
Fig. 8. Example: merge operation. Merging vertex 24 and vertex 25 of the graph on 



































p  f dataset 2 and the instances of dataset 3 (in experiment 3,
ection 5.3 ). To test the potential of the graph-based model and
f the graph construction algorithm for related rostering problems
ith heterogeneous staff, an extensive benchmark dataset 4 with
ifferent problem settings was used (in experiment 4, Section 5.4 ).
atasets 2 and 3 and all the solutions files can be found in the
ssociated supplementary material. 
We identify the instances as D μ1 -S μ2 − μ3 where μ1 rep-
esents the number of days in the planning period ( J ), μ2 is the
taffing ratio and μ3 denotes the set of work rules. The average
umber of staff required per day is given by λ = ∑ i ∈I, j∈J d i j |J | ,
here d ij is the demand in terms of the number of staff required.
he staffing ratio of an instance, μ , is defined such that the2 umber of staff to be scheduled is set to the nearest integer of
2 λ, i.e. μ2 = K λ where K is the number of staff. The set of work
ules proposed by Musliu (2006) are denoted by P01-P20. For
xample, instance D30-S1.4-P01 is a 30-day rostering problem
ith a 1.4 staffing ratio and work rule set P01. To penalize over-
nd under-staffing, the values of α and β in the objective function
re set to 1 for dataset 1, and to a random integer between 1 to 10
or datasets 2 and 3. Since a day-off is modeled as a dummy shift
n the formulation, it is not related to over- or under-staffing, and
hus α and β in the objective function are set to 0 for all shifts
hat represent day-offs. 
A summary of the instances of each experiment set is pre-
ented in Table 5 and the instances and detailed descriptions are
vailable upon request. 
Experiments 1–3 were conducted on a personal computer
unning Windows 7 with an Intel Core i5-4570 processor 3.2 GHz
nd 4 GB of main memory. All algorithms are implemented in
 ++ and have been compiled using Visual Studio 2017. The solver
urobi 7.5.2 with default settings was used to solve models SRP 1
nd SRP 2 and their LP relaxations. Experiment 4 was conducted on
 personal computer running Ubuntu with an Intel Core i5-7400
rocessor 3.00 GHz and 8 GB of main memory. The algorithms

















































Fig. 9. Example: the graph after merging. The vertices are renumbered for ease of illustration. 
Table 5 
Summary of the problem instances. 
Data sets μ1 μ2 μ3 I K nInst 
Set 1 30 1.4 P01-P20 3/4 7/163/36.7 20 
Set 2 30/60/90/120/150/180 1.2/1.4/1.6/1.8 P01-P20 10 495/877/674.8 480 
Set 3 30 1.4 random 10 580/675/630.7 80 
Set 4 7/28 2-5 Cases 1-16 4 25/30/50/60/75/100 248640 
I = No. of shifts; K = No. of available staff (minimum/maximum/average); nInst = No. of instances. 
Fig. 10. Example: contract operation. By contracting vertex 13 in the graph on the 




























































6  are implemented in C ++ and have been compiled using GCC 9.2.
The solver CPLEX V12.7.0 with default settings was used to solve
models SRP 1 and SRP 2 and their LP relaxations. 
Sections 5.1 to 5.4 discuss the results for experiments 1 to 4,
respectively. 
5.1. Experiment 1 
In this section, the two formulations are compared on the 20
instances created by Musliu (2006) based on real-life problems.
The original instances rely on a cyclic schedule of 7 days. To create
instances with an acyclic planning horizon of 30 days, the original
weekly demand pattern from Musliu (2006) is repeated four times.
To complete the 30-day schedule, the demands of the first and
second day of the weekly demand pattern are used. In practice,
there may be assignments (working shifts or days-off) before or
after the planning horizon, but we do not consider them, as we
only consider constraints within the current planning horizon. 
The results are presented in Table 6 . The first column identifies
the instances according to the number of days in the planning
period, staffing ratio and work-rule scenario. The number of shifts
and the total number of staff available are reported in columns
2 and 3, respectively. Columns 4 to 6 show the results of solving
SRP 1 ( (1) –(5), (7) –(8) ): the number of binary variables, the num-
ber of constraints, and the CPU time (in seconds), respectively.
Columns 7 to 12 report the results of solving SRP 2: the number of
variables, the number of constraints, the CPU times (in seconds)
for constructing the graph, simplifying the graph, and solving
the graph-based model with the Gurobi MIP solver, and the total
CPU time (in seconds). A speedup factor of the new approach in
relation to the traditional formulation is shown in the right-mostolumn. Both SRP 1 and SRP 2 are tested with each instance un-
er the same circumstances including the work-rule constraints
denoted by the last component in the name of each instance). 
The computational results on these benchmark instances show
hat all the 20 instances can be solved more efficiently using the
raph-based formulation, and especially the instances with more
taff. Overall average speedup factor of 186.83 is achieved with in-
ividual problem speed factors ranging from 3.56 for small models
approximately 10 0 0 variables and 40 0 0 constraints in SPR 1) to
everal hundreds for larger problem formulations. Speedup factors
o differ depending on the number of staff to be allocated ( K ) and
he specific work rules involved. 
.2. Experiment 2 
Experiment 2 compares the performance of the two model
ormulations on 480 randomly generated problem instances with
he same work-rule constraints as in experiment 1 (proposed by
usliu, 2006 ). These are 20 medium-sized instances tested with
oth SRP 1 and SRP 2; the remaining 460 large-sized instances are
ested with only SRP 2. 
.2.1. Comparing SRP 1 and SRP 2 model formulations 
The results on the 20 medium-sized instances with a 30-day
lanning horizon, 1.4 staffing ratio and the 20 sets of practical
ork rules P01-P20 are summarized in Table 7 . Each row of the
able shows the number of available staff ( K ) and the performance
f both models in each instance within a time limit of 2 hours:
umber of variables and constraints; the best lower and upper
ounds obtained by SRP 1 (LB and UB, respectively); the optimal
alue; and the computational time (in seconds). A speedup factor
s also reported in the right-most column. 
As shown in Table 7 , SRP 1 has again a much higher dimen-
ion than SRP 2 as it involves substantially more variables and
onstraints. As a result, SRP 1 is not able to obtain an optimal
olution for all the medium-sized instances, and a feasible so-
ution can be obtained within the 2-hours time limit for only
 instances. As shown in the right-most column, SRP 2 can be
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Table 6 
Results of SRP 1 and SRP 2 on instances of set 1. 
3-index formulation ( SRP 1) Graph-based formulation ( SRP 2) 
No. of No. of No. of No. of Time(s) Time(s) Time(s) Time(s) Speedup 
Instance I K Binary Variables Constraints Time(s) Variables Constraints Construction Simplification MIP total factor 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (6)/(12) 
D30-S1.4-P01 4 9 1080 4008 1.139 1248 276 0.055 0.037 0.145 0.320 3.56 
D30-S1.4-P02 4 9 1080 5403 3.621 800 220 0.049 0.106 0.044 0.230 15.74 
D30-S1.4-P03 4 17 2040 7447 9.257 1296 275 0.054 0.041 0.080 0.222 41.70 
D30-S1.4-P04 4 13 1560 6503 1.02 1456 327 0.062 0.037 0.031 0.163 6.26 
D30-S1.4-P05 4 11 1320 5818 13.575 1389 323 0.060 0.035 0.084 0.216 62.85 
D30-S1.4-P06 4 7 840 3725 0.914 1454 323 0.065 0.041 0.045 0.182 5.02 
D30-S1.4-P07 4 29 3480 12619 237.559 1296 275 0.053 0.040 0.211 0.352 674.88 
D30-S1.4-P08 4 16 1920 6600 5.216 1338 277 0.051 0.041 0.074 0.198 26.34 
D30-S1.4-P09 4 47 5640 17792 6.418 1336 339 0.052 0.043 0.089 0.222 28.91 
D30-S1.4-P10 4 27 3240 11757 5.072 1296 275 0.053 0.040 0.267 0.400 12.68 
D30-S1.4-P11 4 30 3600 12360 34.481 1256 275 0.047 0.034 0.128 0.246 140.17 
D30-S1.4-P12 3 20 1800 6530 12.271 654 169 0.022 0.010 0.038 0.098 125.21 
D30-S1.4-P13 4 24 2880 9240 3.662 1305 322 0.046 0.030 0.132 0.243 15.07 
D30-S1.4-P14 4 13 1560 6854 16.836 1389 323 0.060 0.035 0.112 0.256 65.77 
D30-S1.4-P15 4 64 7680 31544 298.615 1266 326 0.051 0.027 0.093 0.223 1339.08 
D30-S1.4-P16 4 29 3480 12706 10.288 1208 274 0.048 0.033 0.171 0.289 35.60 
D30-S1.4-P17 3 33 2970 9858 1.718 678 171 0.020 0.012 0.039 0.099 17.35 
D30-S1.4-P18 4 53 6360 22963 55.204 1296 275 0.053 0.041 0.257 0.397 139.05 
D30-S1.4-P19 4 120 14400 49080 148.004 1256 275 0.046 0.035 0.257 0.394 375.64 
D30-S1.4-P20 4 163 19560 80153 245.939 1266 326 0.051 0.026 0.269 0.406 605.76 
Average 3.9 36.7 4324.5 16148.0 55.540 1224.1 282.3 0.050 0.037 0.128 0.258 186.83 
Table 7 
Results of SRP 1 and SRP 2 on medium-sized instances of set 2. 
3-index formulation ( SRP 1) Graph-based formulation ( SRP 2) 
No. of No. of No. of No. of Optimal Speedup 
Instance K Binary Var. Constraints LB UB Time (s) Variables Constraints Value Time (s) factor 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (7)/(11) 
D30-S1.4-P01 648 194400 280236 232 − 1763.98 4573 966 392 1.104 1597.8 
D30-S1.4-P02 634 190200 372458 292 − 2529.54 3040 805 949 0.571 4430.0 
D30-S1.4-P03 630 189000 271830 747 − 2179.01 4735 1012 1117 0.925 2355.7 
D30-S1.4-P04 643 192900 316013 167 − 1787.92 4886 964 367 0.886 2018.0 
D30-S1.4-P05 623 186900 323014 424 − 2235.62 4883 994 517 1.152 1940.6 
D30-S1.4-P06 617 185100 318055 202 − 1120.50 5089 1035 202 1.587 706.0 
D30-S1.4-P07 643 192900 277433 516 − 1490.28 4735 1012 712 0.977 1525.4 
D30-S1.4-P08 630 189000 255450 532 − TL 4676 983 740 0.774 9302.3 
D30-S1.4-P09 603 180900 227028 880 1323 TL 4391 940 1289 1.119 6434.3 
D30-S1.4-P10 608 182400 262348 400 − 1143.78 4735 1012 628 1.601 714.4 
D30-S1.4-P11 652 195600 266316 841 − 2057.72 4398 920 1356 0.847 2429.4 
D30-S1.4-P12 660 198000 212820 38 118666 3026.35 6933 1225 45 2.872 1053.7 
D30-S1.4-P13 595 178500 226400 411 141176 TL 4328 873 690 0.664 10843.4 
D30-S1.4-P14 623 186900 304916 341 − 1934.20 4883 994 708 1.355 1427.5 
D30-S1.4-P15 631 189300 310121 178 148322 TL 4185 872 334 1.174 6132.9 
D30-S1.4-P16 617 185100 268078 460 − 2316.47 4440 947 797 0.974 2378.3 
D30-S1.4-P17 629 188700 186484 199 99836 TL 6999 1215 266 3.349 2149.9 
D30-S1.4-P18 640 192000 276140 793 − 1613.76 4735 1012 823 0.868 1859.2 
D30-S1.4-P19 639 191700 261012 348 − 1155.72 4398 920 408 1.234 936.6 
D30-S1.4-P20 630 189000 309630 237 99568 TL 4185 872 380 1.471 4894.6 
Average 629.8 188925.0 276289.1 411.9 101481.8 3477.74 4761.4 978.7 636.0 1.275 3256.5 




























d  olved to optimality for all instances in only a few seconds. The
mprovement in computation time of SRP 2 over SRP 1 is significant
n these medium-sized instances with speedups ranging from
06 to 10843.4. The average speedup factor is 3256.5 allowing
nstances on average being solved to optimality in slightly more
han one minute for SRP 2 compared to almost one hour for
RP 1. 
Comparing the results of Tables 6 and 7 shows that the size
f the graph-based formulation depends on the structure of the
ork-rule constraints and is independent of the number of staff.
he work-rule constraints of Musliu (2006) can be efficiently
ormulated by the graph-based formulation ( SRP 2) which enables
olving instances which are otherwise almost impossible to solve
sing the traditional 3-index formulation ( SRP 1). .2.2. Evaluating SRP 2 performance on large scale instances 
Since Tables 6 and 7 showed that SRP 2 clearly outperforms
RP 1, the remaining computational tests focus on analysing the
fficiency and effectiveness of SRP 2 on more challenging randomly
enerated instances having a planning horizon drawn from {30,
0, 90, 120, 150, 180}, a staffing ratio in {1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8} and a
ork-rule set in {P01, P02,..., P20}. The results on these instances
re summarized in Table 8 . 
Table 8 reports the time used in constructing the underly-
ng graph without graph simplifications ( construction time ), the
umber of edges and vertices of the underlying graph before
implifications, the time used in simplifying the underlying graph
 simplification time ), the number of edges and vertices of the un-
erlying graph after simplifications, the time used in solving SRP 2
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Table 8 
Average results of SRP 2 on 480 large-sized instances of set 2. 
Planning horizon (days) 
30 60 90 120 150 180 
No. of instances 80 80 80 80 80 80 
Construction time(s) 0.11 0.24 0.40 0.56 0.73 0.93 
No. of edges (before) 5664.15 12084.15 18504.15 24924.15 31344.15 37764.15 
No. of vertices (before) 1297.10 2812.10 4327.10 5842.10 7357.10 8872.10 
Simplification time(s) 0.07 0.46 1.43 3.21 6.08 10.28 
No. of edges (after) 4161.35 9007.85 13854.35 18700.85 23547.35 28393.85 
No. of vertices (after) 678.65 1476.65 2274.65 3072.65 3870.65 4668.65 
MIP time(s) 0.81 3.77 9.61 21.26 29.17 48.25 
LP time(s) 0.23 0.42 0.56 0.78 1.09 1.45 
No. of variables 4761.35 10207.85 15654.35 21100.85 26547.35 31993.8 
No. of constraints 978.65 2076.65 3174.65 4272.65 5370.65 6468.65 
Integrality gap(%) 0.0000 0.0037 0.0037 0.0023 0.0034 0.0028 





























































































s  and its LP-relaxation ( MIP time and LP time , respectively), the num-
ber of variables and constraints of SRP 2, the integrality gap and
the percentage of non-integers in the solution to the LP-relaxation.
Optimal solutions to SRP 2 were obtained for all the instances. 
As shown in Table 8 , the underlying graphs of SRP 2 can be con-
structed in a few seconds (the worst case is 1.3 minutes) which is
negligible compared to the time in solving the corresponding MIP
models. The graph size is linearly increasing with the planning
horizon as illustrated in both Table 8 and Fig. 11 (bottom). Thisgure shows the number of edges of the graph as a function of the
ength of the planning horizons for all instances, with instances of
he same set of work rules connected by a straight line. Further-
ore, the integrality gap (between the optimal solutions of the LP
elaxations and the integer optimal solution of the MIP models)
s small (see Table 8 ) and the time for solving the LP-relaxation
f SRP 2 is linearly increasing with the number of edges of the
nderlying graph (see Fig. 11 - right-hand-side). This explains why
ome large rostering problems can be solved by using SRP 2 and a
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Table 9 
Average time (s) used in solving SRP 2 for different staffing ratios and different planing horizons (days) for the 480 large-sized instances of set 2. 
Integer model SRP 2 LP-relaxation of SRP 2 
staffing Planning horizon (days) Planning horizon (days) 
ratio 30 60 90 120 150 180 30 60 90 120 150 180 
1.2 0.77 3.86 8.98 21.06 27.11 48.42 0.36 0.58 0.47 0.73 1.04 1.29 
1.4 0.84 4.80 10.06 25.01 31.34 56.52 0.20 0.43 0.57 0.81 1.10 1.52 
1.6 0.94 2.65 10.83 21.46 33.20 45.85 0.15 0.33 0.60 0.81 1.13 1.52 
1.8 0.69 3.75 8.59 17.53 25.01 42.20 0.18 0.34 0.59 0.79 1.09 1.46 
Table 10 
Average results of SRP 2 on 80 instances with random meta-sequences of set 3. 
No. of instances The length of the meta-sequences 
3 4 5 6 7 
16 16 16 16 16 
Construction time(s) 0.15 0.60 1.42 2.53 4.09 
No. of edges (before) 10392.88 39149.94 90228.75 158926.88 239108.62 
No. of vertices (before) 1714.50 5226.00 10920.25 18237.75 26458.56 
Simplification time(s) 0.05 0.90 11.07 86.97 468.10 
No. of edges (after) 9908.13 36637.94 82335.06 140066.00 202527.69 
No. of vertices (after) 1485.19 4339.56 8422.50 13144.81 17979.13 
Out-of-memory (No. of instances) 0 0 0 0 2 
MIP time(s) 4.58 41.93 252.20 1169.60 1843.18 ∗
LP time(s) 0.35 3.00 12.05 35.52 73.39 
No. of variables 10508.13 37237.94 82935.06 140666.00 203127.69 
No. of constraints 1785.19 4639.56 8722.50 13444.81 18279.13 
Integrality gap(%) 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.50 ∗
LB 38.19 44.56 24.63 20.69 25.88 
UB 38.19 44.56 24.63 20.69 26.81 
































































3 http://www.projectmanagement.ugent.be/research/personnel _ scheduling/nsp . tandard commercial solver. Fig. 11 (left-hand-side) also suggests
hat the time required to solve the MIP formulation of SRP2 (MIP
ime) increases exponentially with the number of edges. 
To examine the impact of different staffing levels, Table 9
eports the average time used in solving SRP 2 and the corre-
ponding LP-relaxation for different staffing ratios. The staffing
atios are indicated in the rows while the planning horizons are
hown in the columns. The results show that SRP 2 gives a steady
erformance under the different staffing levels as computational
imes range for less than a second to under one minute for each
f the cases considered. 
.3. Experiment 3 
In the third experiment we test SRP 2 on 80 instances with
ork rules specified by 5 to 20 randomly generated prohibited
eta-sequences. We consider instances with 30 days and a 1.4
taffing ratio. The length of the prohibited meta-sequence ranges
rom 3 to 7 and every component in the prohibited meta-sequence
onsists of exactly 3 different shifts randomly selected from a set
f 10 shifts. This meta-sequence indicates which sequence of shifts
s not allowed and therefore it expresses a work rule, albeit a ran-
omly generated one that cannot be directly related to common
ork rules such as the fact that a day-off should be assigned after
 night shift (see e.g. Table 3 ). The average results for each prohib-
ted meta-sequence length are summarized in Table 10 . Only two
nstances with meta-sequences of length 7 could not be solved to
ptimality and are therefore excluded from the calculation of the
ime used in solving SRP 2 (“MIP time”) and the integrality gap for
hat problem category. Table A (online supplementary material)
resents the optimal solutions and computation time for all the
nstances for varying number of prohibited meta-sequences. 
Both Tables 10 and A (online supplementary material) show
hat the underlying graph grows as the length of the prohib-
ted meta-sequence increases. This matches our analysis on
he graph construction algorithm in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 . Thisffect is illustrated in Fig. 12 (left-hand-side) by plotting the
umber of edges as a function of the number of prohibited
eta-sequences. Each line in the figure connects instances where
he length of the meta-sequences are the same. The number
f edges increases approximately linearly with the number of
rohibited meta-sequences for a given length. The underlying
raph is smaller with shorter prohibited meta-sequences (more
estrictive work rules) and fewer prohibited meta-sequences
fewer work rules). Fig. 12 (right-hand-side) also shows that the
verage computation time is more sensitive to the length of the
rohibited meta-sequences than to the number of prohibited
eta-sequences. 
.4. Experiment 4 
In the fourth experiment, we test SRP 2 on dataset 4 (the NSPLIB
nstances introduced by Vanhoucke and Maenhout (2007) and
anhoucke and Maenhout (2009) 3 ). The instances have a slightly
ifferent problem setting than the first three experiments: staff
an have different preferences regarding shifts and days, both re-
ource constraints and prohibited metasequences are needed, and
overage requirements are handled as hard constraints. Therefore,
RP 2 was adapted as follows: 
(i) First, one graph is constructed for each staff member, and
the model is used to select an ( s , t )-path for each staff
member in the corresponding graph, instead of determining
a network flow on a single graph for all the staff. This
results in a multi-commodity flow formulation with side
constraints where staff preferences can be formulated as
costs in the objective function. 
(ii) Secondly, work rules related to consecutive shift assign-
ments (i.e. the same types of work rules that are tested
in the previous experiments) are formulated as prohibited
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i  meta-sequences and handled using the graph construction
algorithm. The other work rules that cannot be easily formu-
lated as prohibited meta-sequences are handled as resource
constraints and are introduced to SRP 2 as side constraints. 
(iii) Lastly, over-staffing penalty costs are set to zero and under-
staffing penalty costs are set to a sufficiently large number 4 ,
so that unnecessary under-staffing are avoided. 
There are 248640 instances in total which are grouped in two
different sets: a so-called diverse set and a realistic set. Each
sub-set is characterized by systematically varied levels of the com-
plexity indicators described in Vanhoucke and Maenhout (2007) .
The types of work rules used in NSPLIB are frequently appeared
in the literature, and are extended from the nine constraint types
identified by Cheang, Li, Lim, and Rodrigues (2003) . The diverse
set contains instances with a planning horizon of 7 days and 4
shifts per day, with work rule cases 1 - 8, and the number of staff
could be 25, 50, 75 or 100 (denoted as N25, N50, N75 and N100,
respectively). The diverse set contains 7290 instances for each
work rule case and number of staff, and in total 233280 instances.
The realistic set contains instances with a planning horizon of
28 days and 4 shifts per day, with work rule cases 9 - 16, and
the number of staff could be 30 or 60 (denoted as N30 and N60,
respectively). The realistic set contains 960 instances for each
work rule case and number of staff, and in total 15360 instances. 
Table 11 summarizes the computational results of experiment 4
for the diverse set. Columns “Avg. Pref.” and “Avg. Pen.” show the
average values of the total preference cost and the penalty values
(i.e. the total under-staffing penalty cost) of the optimal solutions.
Because under-staffing is not allowed in the NSPLIB instances,
solutions with under-staffing are therefore considered infeasible.
Column “%Feas” reports the percentage of instances where there is
no under-staffing in the optimal solutions. Column “Avg. CPU” has
the average total CPU time (in seconds) for obtaining an optimal
solution including the CPU time for constructing the graphs and
solving the MIP models. Column “#Optimal” reports the number
of optimal solutions obtained. All instances are solved to opti-
mality within 2 hours CPU time except 7 instances 5 . As for these
instances no feasible solution was found, no values for Avg. Pref.,4 10 0 0 0 0 0 is used in the computational tests 
5 Instances not solved to optimality within 2 hours CPU time with SRP 2: N75- 
Case7-4020, N75-Case7-6446, N75-Case8-5605, N100-Case7-1072, N100-Case7- 
2698, N100-Case7-6953, and N100-Case8-448 
t
C
vg. Pen. and %Feas can be reported, but the computation time is
aken into account in Table 11 . 
Table 12 summarizes the computational results of experiment
 for the realistic set. Although experiments 2 and 3 already
ndicated that SRP 2 outperforms SRP 1 for the large-sized instances
f dataset 2 and the instances of dataset 3 ( Sections 5.2 and 5.3 ,
espectively), we also want to compare their performance on the
ealistic set by Vanhoucke and Maenhout (2007) . SRP 1 is unable to
olve 34 instances of N30 and 90 instances of N60 whereas SRP 2
s able to solve all instances except for 1 instance of N30 and 2
nstances of N60 6 . Case 15 is more difficult to solve for SRP 1 and
RP 2. This might be due to the fact that it has more constrained
et of work rules. For example, the number of assignments has to
e exactly 20 while in the other cases it is allowed to vary be-
ween 16 to 20 (or 16 to 24). Moreover, the number of consecutive
ame working shifts has to be between 2 and 3 in case 15, while
n other cases it can between 1 and 4. Although SRP 2 was not
esigned to handle the problem characteristics of NSPLIB, SRP 2 is
ble to solve more instances to optimality at a lower average CPU
ime. The average CPU time of SRP 2 is 66.90% lower than SRP 1. It is
orth noting though that if SRP 1 is able to solve an instance, then
t is faster than SRP 2. Based on the experiments of Table 12 the
erformance of SRP 2 is more robust than the performance of
RP 1. 
The average results of SRP 2 and the best-known solutions
BKS) reported in the literature See Table B (online supplementary
aterial) are summarized in the last two rows in Tables 11 and
2 . Most of the best-known solutions for these instances are
on-optimal as they are obtained by heuristic algorithms. The
olutions obtained by SRP 2 are significantly better than the best-
nown solutions reported in the literature, with 21.62% and 26.24%
mprovement in preference cost, 14.17% and 42.77% improvement
n feasibility (the percentage of instances where there is no under-
taffing in the optimal solutions), and 92.40% and 19.02% reduction
n CPU time, for the diverse and realistic sets respectively. Further-
ore, SRP 2 is the first to determine proven optimal solutions for
lmost all of the instances (except for 10 instances out of 248640
nstances). Therefore, the results of this experiment indicate that
he proposed method is highly effective and efficient. 6 Instances not solved to optimality within 2 hours CPU time with SRP 2: N30- 
ase15-113, N60-Case15-174, and N60-Case15-233 
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Table 11 
Computational results for the 248640 benchmark instances of set 4 (Diverse set) using SRP2. 
SRP2 N25 SRP2 N50 
Avg. Pref. Avg. Pen. %Feas Avg. CPU #Optimal Avg. Pref. Avg. Pen. %Feas Avg. CPU #Optimal 
Case 1 245.41 0.00 100.00% 0.01 7290 489.77 0.00 100.00% 0.03 7290 
Case 2 231.92 0.00 100.00% 0.01 7290 463.26 0.00 100.00% 0.03 7290 
Case 3 256.56 0.00 99.96% 0.02 7290 507.55 0.01 99.92% 0.05 7290 
Case 4 244.25 0.00 100.00% 0.01 7290 487.69 0.00 100.00% 0.03 7290 
Case 5 247.58 0.00 100.00% 0.20 7290 493.90 0.00 99.96% 0.47 7290 
Case 6 233.48 0.00 100.00% 0.05 7290 466.77 0.00 100.00% 0.14 7290 
Case 7 263.30 0.13 96.68% 0.45 7290 520.76 0.20 97.60% 1.19 7290 
Case 8 241.53 0.03 99.04% 0.20 7290 481.59 0.04 99.59% 0.50 7290 
Average 245.50 0.02 99.46% 0.12 7290 488.91 0.03 99.63% 0.30 7290 
BKS 257.72 66.72 86.59% 2.16 N.A. 511.13 122.73 87.35% 5.21 N.A. 
SRP2 N75 SRP2 N100 
Avg. Pref. Avg. Pen. %Feas Avg. CPU #Optimal Avg. Pref. Avg. Pen. %Feas Avg. CPU #Optimal 
Case 1 740.11 0.00 100.00% 0.04 7290 1191.19 0.00 100.00% 0.07 7290 
Case 2 712.97 0.00 100.00% 0.04 7290 1141.60 0.00 100.00% 0.06 7290 
Case 3 767.56 0.01 99.86% 0.09 7290 1248.07 0.00 99.99% 0.13 7290 
Case 4 733.65 0.00 100.00% 0.05 7290 1182.14 0.00 100.00% 0.07 7290 
Case 5 746.43 0.00 99.93% 0.85 7290 1200.62 0.00 100.00% 1.40 7290 
Case 6 715.77 0.00 100.00% 0.24 7290 1146.51 0.00 100.00% 0.36 7290 
Case 7 790.46 0.30 97.22% 5.64 7288 1270.66 0.44 97.50% 6.24 7287 
Case 8 736.69 0.07 99.30% 1.94 7289 1181.74 0.08 99.36% 4.09 7289 
Average 742.96 0.05 99.54% 1.11 7289.63 1195.32 0.06 99.61% 1.55 7289.50 
BKS 778.67 191.29 86.81% 11.64 N.A. 1248.00 233.77 88.05% 21.62 N.A. 
Table 12 
Computational results for the 248640 benchmark instances of set 4 (Realistic set) using SRP1 and SRP2. 
SRP1 N30 SRP2 N30 
Avg. Pref. Avg. Pen. %Feas Avg. CPU #Optimal Avg. Pref. Avg. Pen. %Feas Avg. CPU #Optimal 
Case 9 1424.81 0.00 100.00% 0.28 960 1424.81 0.00 100.00% 8.67 960 
Case 10 1366.96 0.00 100.00% 0.25 960 1366.96 0.00 100.00% 5.72 960 
Case 11 1492.11 0.00 100.00% 0.37 960 1492.11 0.00 100.00% 17.29 960 
Case 12 1411.71 0.00 100.00% 0.26 960 1411.71 0.00 100.00% 7.82 960 
Case 13 1442.39 0.03 99.38% 0.95 960 1442.39 0.02 99.48% 11.96 960 
Case 14 1384.46 0.02 99.48% 0.32 960 1384.46 0.02 99.48% 4.88 960 
Case 15 1530.10 0.99 91.15% 549.98 926 1534.16 1.32 87.60% 38.69 959 
Case 16 1442.72 0.78 90.31% 1.99 960 1442.84 0.78 90.31% 7.36 960 
Average 1436.91 0.23 97.54% 69.30 955.75 1437.43 0.27 97.11% 12.80 959.88 
BKS 1515.50 472.50 67.66% 22.17 N.A. 1515.50 472.50 67.66% 22.17 N.A. 
SRP1 N60 SRP2 N60 
Avg. Pref. Avg. Pen. %Feas Avg. CPU #Optimal Avg. Pref. Avg. Pen. %Feas Avg. CPU #Optimal 
Case 9 2919.66 0.01 99.90% 0.71 960 2919.66 0.01 99.90% 30.86 960 
Case 10 2798.91 0.01 99.90% 0.68 960 2798.91 0.01 99.90% 17.06 960 
Case 11 3049.43 0.01 99.90% 0.97 960 3049.44 0.01 99.90% 67.14 960 
Case 12 2888.45 0.01 99.90% 0.71 960 2888.46 0.01 99.90% 30.13 960 
Case 13 2953.86 0.06 99.27% 2.83 960 2953.88 0.06 99.27% 44.79 960 
Case 14 2834.26 0.06 99.27% 0.81 960 2834.28 0.06 99.27% 13.67 960 
Case 15 3111.40 0.89 95.94% 1,044.82 874 3135.60 2.45 90.10% 216.42 958 
Case 16 2950.08 1.31 92.50% 39.81 956 2950.97 1.34 92.29% 22.25 960 
Average 2938.26 0.29 98.32% 136.42 948.75 2941.40 0.49 97.57% 55.29 959.75 



























a  . Conclusions 
Following the call of Smet et al. (2016a) for studying shift
ostering problems with generalized work-rule constraints, this
aper proposes a novel graph-based network formulation and
 specialized graph construction algorithm for the shift roster-
ng problem with generalized work-rule constraints while also
andling counter and succession constraints that have been the
ubject of previous research ( Smet et al., 2016a ). Coverage con-
traints are modeled as soft constraints while all work rules are
andled as hard constraints. Our focus on staff rostering problems
ith hard constraints is motivated by the occurrence in practice
 Doi et al., 2018 ) and because problems with additional soft
onstraints are increasingly solved by hybrid approaches in whichhe first stage requires solving a staff rostering problem with hard
onstraints only ( Doi et al., 2018; Rahimian et al., 2017 ). 
The current paper proposes a graph-based network formulation
n which work rules are formulated in terms of prohibited meta-
equences and resource constraints. This provides the flexibility
equired for modelling the complicated work rules found in prac-
ice. Traditional 3-index integer programming formulations can
ot be solved efficiently if there is a large number of staff and/or
 large number of feasible shift patterns involved. In the proposed
raph-based formulation, the set of feasible shift patterns is rep-
esented by paths of a graph. By proposing a novel path extension
perator, we contribute an efficient algorithm (polynomial to the
raph size) for incorporating prohibited meta-sequences into an
cyclic direct graph structure. As the size of the graph-based
























































































formulation depends on the structure of the work-rule constraints
and on the number of days in the planning horizon but not on
the number of staff, the formulation can be solved efficiently for
large instances using a standard commercial solver. Furthermore,
we have noticed that work-rule constraint structures that appear
in real-life work rules can be handled efficiently. Computational
testing has shown that the graph-based formulation for large
problem instances in datasets 1 and 2 can be solved to opti-
mality in less than one minute whereas the traditional 3-index
formulation could not be solved within a 2-hour time limit. For
medium-sized problem instances that could be solved by both
model formulations the proposed graph-based model formulation
and graph construction algorithm resulted in speedup factors of
several hundreds to several thousands. Furthermore, the proposed
method is the first to determine new best-known solutions and
proven optimal solutions of the NSPLIB benchmark dataset for
almost all of the instances (except for 7 instances out of 248640
instances) at significantly lower CPU times. 
Future research can be directed to using the proposed graph-
based approach as a sub-routine within hybrid approaches and
decomposition algorithms for solving more complex rostering
problems. It is also worthwhile examining how the graph-based
formulation can accommodate work rules involving soft con-
straints and extending the proposed approach to cyclic rostering
problems. We hope that our findings on the shift rostering prob-
lem will encourage researchers to apply the concept of prohibited
meta-sequences to tackle other challenging optimization problems.
Supplementary material 
Supplementary material associated with this article can be
found, in the online version, at doi: 10.1016/j.ejor.2019.12.019 . 
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